~~ TV Star in Panic > Sept. Collapse, Elite Descending Underground
Before the end of 2015, how could most of the people in the
Western nations suffer from dehydration, malnutrition, viral
and bacterial infections, hypothermia, and life-threatening
pulmonary congestion?
A New York morning television personality is in panic, and has
contacted a supplier of survival products, wanting to buy up his
entire inventory, and wanting to send a truck to load it all up.
Both the TV personality and the supplier must remain anonymous,
because they might be silenced by the elite who are now
feverishly preparing to descend into their elaborate underground
cities.
My thanks to the following sources for portions of this information:
LisaHavenNews, SgtReport, and TheUndergroundWorldNews.
[Excerpted testimony from a supplier who was phoned by a TV
personality. The interviewer emphasizes that this supplier has no
reason to concoct this story, because he is already swamped with
orders, and he is awaiting many back orders. This supplier says:]
"This is a person who is on television every morning. This person
was in kind of a panic state, and wanted to buy pretty much
everything that we have in our store -- and I told him he couldn't
do that, and he got very upset and hung up on me. About twenty
minutes later, he called me back and he apologized, and he placed
a huge order. He wanted to know if he could send a truck to pick it
up. And I said, no, you can't do that. It's not even built yet. There's
at least a two week waiting list . . . This person is connected with
the Wall Street elite . . . the financial elite are buying everything
they can get their hands on that is survival-related. . . . you know,
we're running out of time. This is something that I'm convinced can't
be avoided. . . . the wealthy elite are robbing everything they can
get their hands on before it all collapses. . . . What happens when
the power goes out? Well, we simply do not have much more time!
These are the things that the secretive elite are storing: You have to
have food and water. You have to be able to generate at least a
modest amount of electricity. You must find a way to keep your
family warm!! I mean, that is the most important need, right there.
And you have to be prepared to protect your family, at all costs!
Those are the things that these insiders are doing. I talk with them
every day; I deal with them every day, so I know that this is what
they're doing . . . . These bunkers and safe houses of the insiders
are dotted all over the United States. This has been an ongoing
project of theirs . . . I don't want to scare people, but, based on
what I know from dealing with these people -- something awful is
coming -- based on what I know from the people I talk to, it is
imminent, and I just wanted to make sure that I am able to convey
that to the American people. This is what the elite people are
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preparing for, and you should be doing it, too. . . . I'm being told
that when all their preparations are completed and they are
protected, that's when they will pull the plug. . . . I'm being told
that the markets will go into permanent circuit-breaker. Also, I'm
being told that it will be a grid-down event where people will have
to fend for themselves, and the cities will basically revert into chaos.
The people who are communicating this information to me are people
in the government, professional athletes, financial people . . . some
of them have offered to employ me after this chaotic event occurs. "
[The entire audio interview is linked at the end of this long report.]
Prof. James McCanney:
"Leaks are coming out all over the place, from professional astronomers
and military types at the Project Wormwood Observatory in Australia.
A 'mini-solar-system is moving into our Solar System.' "
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/shows2/Dinardo_CD-2_09.mp3
TruTV: Gov. Jesse Ventura at Cheyenne Mountain and Denver Airport
in Colorado. Here we see just one of the secret underground cities
into which the elite intend to descend as they simultaneously trigger
financial collapse and world war, just as history has taught us. JD
https://vimeo.com/119084771
JD:
Finally, you can begin to believe what I have often posted over
the past ten years: that this Incoming Dwarf Star is
the New World Order's Pedal-to-the-Metal.
Finally, you have the puzzle pieces to figure out why the global
ruling elite have been in this 14-Year frenzy to topple sovereign
governments and install global tyranny -- their infamous
"One-World Government,"
because the elite have been told by NASA's scientists that there is
an incoming dwarf star which has been gravitationally detected by
astronomers for nearly two centuries [see my photocopy of The
landmark New York Times article:
"Clues Get Warm in the Search for Planet X"];
the global ruling elite have also been told by NASA that the Sun's
great gravitational force field has, for all this time, been pulling in
this dwarf star from deep space, and that this incoming dwarf star
has (naturally) gravitationally captured many thousands of comets,
asteroids, and meteors along its journey in from deep space.among
this incoming celestial bee swarm are comets, which electrically
excite the Sun to flare out electricity and electromagnetics which
will, and are, provoking earthquakes (I'll explain how that happens
later);
. . . and because the global ruling elite have been told by NASA
scientists that comets among this incoming celestial bee swarm of
asteroids and meteors are provoking the Sun to spew out waves of
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electrified particles and electromagnetic energy, both of which are
disturbing Earth's magnetosphere, which, in turn, induces core
disturbances which, in turn, energize magma within Earth's mantle,
thus provoking volcanoes to erupt;
. . . and because the global elite have been told by NASA scientists
that this dense incoming bee swarm of asteroids and meteors are
increasing the statistical likelihood that a meteorite strike will occur,
causing tsunamis.
So, the global ruling elite foresee earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
meteorite-causing tsunamis -- and they see that all of these
calamities will jerk their control over the World's masses out of their
greedy grip, as these earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, meteorite
strikes, and tsunamis fracture and fragment the Globe's delicate
interdependent infrastructural systems, thus terminating:
Seaport deliveries, Highway deliveries, Satellite Control of
Commerce, the Precarious Power Grid (without which all of our
life-sustaining processes suddenly cease).
It is because the global ruling elite have known that celestial
cannonballs are incoming, causing them to take over the Ukraine,
Syria, Libya, Afghanistan, Iraq, and now they are deliberately
provoking Russia to war; they have just struck China's key seaport,
Tianjin, with sky weapons, thus forcing China to retaliate, which
China has not yet done -- but that nation which has recently
threatened to nuke Los Angeles may retaliate. I have often stated
that the diabolical ruling elite actually want thermonuclear war,
according to renegade C.I.A. operative Dr. Susan Arrigo. They have
the secret technology to neutralize radioactive fallout, at least in
their intended One-World Government headquarters sector of the
Globe. If you did not hear all this on the Alex Jones Show, it is
because Alex is under threat, a fact to which he has often alluded.
[Video and Audio evidence appended at the end of this report]
The celestial beehive that is gravitationally dragging in this bee
swarm of asteoids and meteors from deep space was sighted in
1983 by N.A.S.A.'s Infrared Astronomical Satellite; then the NSA
ordered NASA to squelch all further reports of this object. Worldclass astronomer Dr. Robert S. Harrington, chief astronomer of
the United States Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C. was
about to announce his 1991 sighting and that this dwarf star is
being gravitationally pulled in by our Sun's great gravitational
force field when he suddenly and mysteriously died. Our Solar
System is so vast that one finds it incredible to believe that a
Sun-drawn dwarf star could take decades to travel through our
Solar System, especially when the layman does not understand
the physics of deceleration of a smaller mass that has been
accelerated in by the gravitational pull of a much larger
stationary mass, and then overshoots that much larger mass
being sucked in by a much larger mass, then overshooting that
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much larger mass, then being pulled back by that much larger
mass in an overall loop-around that much larger mass (our Sun).
But now this Sun-sucked dwarf star's vast surrounding bee swarm
of comets, asteroids and meteors is nearing our inner Solar
System, and NASA and the global elite of the world are in a panic.
They have known of this threat for decades, and have carved out
vast elaborate underground cities, into which they are now
descending. Do a Queen Elizabeth search and you will find that
the British Royal Family are coincidentally vacating Buckingham
Palace. Oh, I see -- they're doing repairs. There are not enough
rooms within the 120-room palace in which to house the Royal
Family while repairs are done. Yet, radio talk show host Alex
Merklinger told me that the British Royal Family has purchased
large tracts of land near Crestone, Colorado. The underground
city is located in Colorado.
JD
Too many astronomers have died.
At the top of the list is Dr. Robert S. Harrington, the Chief
Astronomer of the United States Naval Observatory, Washington, D.C.,
author of the N.A.S.A. document, "The Search for Planet X."
Also dead are:
Dr. Ichiro Morita, beaten to death
Dr. Steven Rawlings,
Dr. Rodney Marks,
Dr. Richard Crowe,
Dr. Eugene Shoemaker (of the comet-discovery team), in a car crash
Dr. Yoram Kaufman,
Prof. Donald Osterbrock,
Dr. Brian Marsden,
Dr. Rex Sandage,
Dr. David Schramm,
the son of NASA astronaut Brewster Shaw, murdered
Dr. Mary K. Olsen, (was age 35)
Dr. Marc Aaronson,
Prof. Michael J. Drake,
Sen. Ted Stevens and NASA Chief Sean O'Keefe
Dr. Kevin Beurle
Dr. John Huchra
Dr. Donald C. Backer
Dr. Jeffrey Alan Willick, a car crash
Dr. Walter R. Steiger
Dr. David Burstein
Dr. James L. Elliot
Dr. Yuji Hyakutake (discoverer of Comet Hyakutake)
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~~ Earth Disasters Increase as Dwarf Star Approaches ~~
Part 2)
The WASHINGTON POST:
The U.S. Government's National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(N.A.S.A.) excitedly announces the discovery of Planet X, which they then
deceitfully call "a mystery body," after previously calling this object
"the long sought Planet X" eleven months earlier in a landmark NEW YORK
TIMES report heralding the launch of N.A.S.A.'s Infrared Astronomical
Satellite. N.A.S.A.'s I.R.A.S., they stated, was built and launched with the
specific mission of sighting that infrared light-emitting brown dwarf star
which Dr. Harrington and others called "Planet X." Astronomers estimate
brown dwarf stars to be as massive as one thousand Earth-masses, as a
minimum estimation.
JD
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151302419027774&l=c4a2513112
Part 3)
The NEW YORK TIMES: "Clues Get Warm in the Search for Planet X":
N.A.S.A. and other leading astronomers and astrophysicists proudly herald
the launch of their Infrared Astronomical Satellite, and they declare that the
purpose of this mission is to sight what they term, "the long sought Planet X."
JD
http://yowusa.com/planetx/2009/planetx-2009-02a/nyt-30jan1983-planetx.gif
Part 4)
Late Night in the Midlands radio show, hosted by Michael Vara:
Discussion of the New York Times report of a brown dwarf star
(larger than Jupiter) declared to be so close that it is now a
part of our Solar System. JD
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/mp3_misc/Dinardo/PlanetX%20JAD%20LNMradio
%2011-21-13_1.mp3
Part 5)
TruTV: Gov. Jesse Ventura at Cheyenne Mountain & Denver Airport in Colorado:
HERE, WE SEE JUST ONE OF THE SECRET UNDERGROUND CITIES INTO WHICH
THE RULING ELITE INTEND TO DESCEND BEFORE MAJOR EARTH DISASTERS
STRIKE.
JD
https://vimeo.com/119084771
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Part 6)
The DAILY MAIL, United Kingdom, April 8, 2015 . . .
HEADLINE:
"Why IS the US Military Moving Back into 'Stargate' Base Deep Under the
Rocky Mountains a Decade After it was Abandoned? -- Cheyenne Mountain
Complex Being Refurbished by Pengaton"
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3031041/Why-military-moving-Stargate-base-deepRocky-Mountains-decade-abandoned.html
Part 7)
Regarding these currently increasing Earth disasters, the late Pastor
David J. Smith convinces us that God offers us hope of survival, both
here-and-now, and eternally.
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/mp3_misc/Dinardo/PlanetX_DavidJSmith_Finale.
mp3
Part 8)
The NEW YORK TIMES: "Space Craft Launched to Detect Planet X"
The Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 Space probes are launched to detect the
gravitational pull from N.A.S.A.'s brown dwarf star named "Planet X".
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150332926242774&l=d7e47d992e
Part 9)
The third largest news magazine in the United States,
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, reports that N.A.S.A.'s Infrared Astronomical
Satellite successfully sighted the brown dwarf star which was causing
perturbations in the orbits of Uranus and Neptune, noticed since the early
1800s. This brown dwarf star had been named "Planet X" in 1910 by
astronomer Percival Lowell, and N.A.S.A. had published a document in the
late 1980s by Dr. Robert S. Harrington, chief astronomer of the United
States Naval Observatory, titled: "The Search for Planet X."
Finally, the discovery of what The NEW YORK TIMES called,
"the long sought Planet X" is herein reported in US News & World Report.
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150544228677774&l=e37d68009c
A Well-Known New York Morning Television Personality is in
Survival Mode Panic:
http://lisahavennews.net/2015/08/17/video-going-viral-energy-insider-leaks-the-elite-are-in-apanic-buying-up-supplies-in-a-rush-prepare-now/
List of Dead Astronomers
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/PlanetX_Files/Dead-Astronomers-Report-vol-1.pdf
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